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DC400 HALF BLIND PIN STOPS
REF. DC400/10

Thank you for purchasing this Trend
product, which will give lasting performance
if used in accordance with these
instructions. 

In this package you will find one left hand
and one right hand half blind pin stop, for
use with DC400 Dovetail Centre.

The half blind pin stops provide an
adjustable positioning stop for half blind
(lapped) pin pieces.  They can be used with
all pin pieces including rebated drawer
fronts.

Half Blind Pin Stops

1. Loosen the screws.

2. Install a pin stop at each end of your
layout in place of the standard half
blind pin guides. Install from below.

3. Install the component pin piece with
the correct projection as shown in the
DC400 manual for half blind joints

4. Slide the nut up against the pin piece
and tighten the screw.
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1. Always wear eye protection such as
goggles, ear protection and use
effective respiratory protection.

2. Before making adjustments to the
router, like changing the cutter, make
sure the power is isolated correctly.

3. Before re-connecting to the mains
supply, make sure the power switch on
the router is in the ‘off’ position.

4. Do not switch on the router with the
cutter in contact with the workpiece. 

5. Before making adjustments always
allow the cutter to stop rotating.

6. When routing keep your hands, hair
and clothing clear of the cutter.

7. Make sure you follow the instructions
which came with your router.

8. Ensure all visors, guards and dust
extraction are fitted.

9. Trial cuts should be made in waste
material before starting any project.

All Trend products are guaranteed against any
defects in either workmanship or material,
except products that have been damaged due
to improper use or maintenance.

Our policy of continuous improvements mean
that specifications may change without
notice. Trend Machinery & Cutting Tools Ltd.
cannot be held liable for any material
rendered unusable, or for any form of
consequential loss.
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